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Introduction

“Chinese-Americans, when you try to understand what things in you are Chinese, how do
you separate what is peculiar to childhood, to poverty, insanities, your family, your mother
who marked your growing with stories, from what is Chinese? What is Chinese tradition
and what is the movies?” (Kingston, The Woman Warrior 13)
“My aunt haunts me – her ghost drawn to me because now, after fifty years of neglect, I
alone devote pages of paper to her, though not origamied into houses and clothes. I do not
think that she always means me well. I am telling on her, and she was a spite suicide,
drowning herself in the drinking water. The Chinese are always very frightened of the
drowned one, whose weeping ghost, wet hair hanging and skin bloated, waits silently by
the water to pull down a substitute.” (22)
“They would not tell us children because we had been born among ghosts, were taught by
ghosts, and were ourselves half ghosts. They called us a kind of ghost. Ghosts are noisy
and full of air; they talk during meals. They talk about anything.” (165)

These three passages are taken from Maxine Hong Kingston’s The Woman
Warrior (1977), the most widely known and taught memoir from the Asian
American literary tradition. They show how the narrator is haunted by various
questions, trying to make sense of her personal and cultural tradition and her
position in an American context, of her identity as an Asian American. Where
does she belong? How authentic is the channeled imagination that she has of her
Chinese heritage? What constitutes an Asian American history? Next to her
mother and the movies, who has selected what for her? And for whom will she
select, negotiate, remember? And what about the ghost of the aunt that haunts
her? This figure is simultaneously a threat, a ‘weeping ghost’ waiting ‘to pull
down a substitute,’ and an ancestral “forerunner” (Kingston 15) of which the
narrator states that “[u]nless I see her life branching into mine, she gives me no
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ancestral help” (16). What do ghost figures such as these add to a memoir? Are
they simply ethnic ornamentation? How are they linked to personal and cultural
memory and history? Are ghosts like this one references to an ethnic tradition
that informs an Asian American subjectivity? But on the other hand, the narrator
is being called a half ghost herself, signaling her distance to Chinese traditions.
How is her Asian American identity constituted by haunting presences? What do
these ghost figures indicate? How does Kingston’s text establish a tradition of
ghost figures as central to literary conceptions of Asian America?
With this prominent ghost figure in mind, The Ghosts Within addresses all of
these questions in focusing on the functions of ghostly presences in contemporary Asian American literature. It shows how these figures shuttle between
various traditions, how they simultaneously invite metaphorical/psychoanalytical
and folkloristic readings. The specific mixtures that these ghost figures point to
are explored in chapter 2 with reference to the postcolonial melodrama that LoisAnn Yamanaka employs in Behold the Many (2006) and in chapter 3 that
highlights the Korean German American mixture of Heinz Inzu Fenkl’s
Memories of My Ghost Brother (1996). I argue that ghost figures in
contemporary Asian American literature follow a paradoxical logic of providing
certain structures – they serve as cultural orientation points, they refer to
concrete historical sites, they reference certain ghost beliefs and link this
literature back to its beginnings with Maxine Hong Kingston’s The Woman
Warrior –, but they also trouble neat categorizations as they highlight the
hauntedness of any conceptualization. The Ghosts Within shows how the ghost
figures both establish and resist these very structures, highlighting the interlinkages between terms such as colonizer/colonized or Asian/American. The
ghosts serve as figures that refer back to literary and cultural traditions and
beliefs, but they also reference a present and a future as intertwined with these
(hi)stories. As chapter 4 shows, these figures also appear in new territories of
contemporary Asian American literature in its move away from the traditional
identity politics of the field: the global genre writing of Amitav Ghosh, Amy
Tan, and Ed Lin features ghosts. And although these novels re-think the ghosts
as less concerned with Asian American identity politics, the specificity of the
ghosts’ cultural and historical reference remains to be considered. As such, the
ghosts continue to be bound to the original reference points of tradition and
identity, but they also – at the same time – contour ‘Asian America’ as heterogeneous and global.
Linking the ghost figures to a larger diasporic context, I argue that they
negotiate and challenge the homogenous representation of a unified Asian
American ‘experience’ as it is reflected in the highly constructed pan-Asian label
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‘Asian American.’ A highly effective move by Asian Americans during the
1960s to gain wider political and social influence, the category merged various
groups under this one label. However, this unifying category necessitates an
ongoing homogenization of a singular Asian American context; and, thus,
diversity and differences are subsumed rather than singled out. The label
suggests a common background and relationship of all these heterogeneous
subgroups with the United States, which is simply not given. But even the split
into smaller categories such as Chinese American or Korean American does not
do justice to the diversity within each respective group. All of these subgroups
share their very own history – of trade, of wars, of immigration – with the United
States; and the Asian American diasporas are a direct result of these
relationships. Thus, although the label’s construction was an empowering move,
it is constantly challenged from within. And in my view, the ghosts are
references to exactly this kind of negotiation: these figures not only express
contradictions and refer to silences, they also point to very specific and concrete
stories or events. As such, these figures are important references to the very
specificity that the label ‘Asian America’ stifles. Strikingly, these figures emerge
and abound in Asian American literature in a moment in which ethnic pride
gains prominence. The ghosts foreground individual diasporic experiences,
while they also mark a shared, appropriated Asianness that becomes central to
the literary self-conceptualizations of Asian America. This same logic also
shapes the current re-positioning of the field in global terms.
Following Avery Gordon, I read these ghosts as “social figures:” they are
presences that call for recognition in their reference to social circumstances.
While critics tend to emphasize only some aspects of these figures – their
reference to a certain ethnic tradition, the struggle with an identity in-between
different cultures –, foregrounding a resistance narrative to white mainstream
America, The Ghosts Within builds on the findings of these scholars, yet, stresses
the inherent moral and political ambiguity of these figures. The ghost figures, I
argue, negotiate and challenge any homogenous representation of an Asian
American identity or history. Most of the novels that The Ghosts Within focuses
on have been criticized for their (a)political stance. While the ghost’s political
potential is clearly given, they never allow for easy conceptions or explanations,
so that they resist attempts of political usurpation for identity politics or an
unchallenged, celebratory resistance narrative. As such, the ghost figures resist
the drive of some Asian American critics to ‘place’ them in a moral or political
frame. Foregrounding interconnections and complicity, the ghost figures highlight ambiguity and contradictions as inherent to any conception of history or
identity. As The Ghosts Within shows, these figures have changed with the
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field’s expansion without, however, deviating from this logic of political
ambiguity.
Although the focus of this project is on more recent literature, a beginning
with Maxine Hong Kingston’s memoir is necessary in order to understand the
significance of the figure of the ghost in the Asian American literary tradition.
As the first text by an Asian American author to gain wide public recognition,
The Woman Warrior serves as some kind of a blueprint for what was then, in its
aftermath, conceived of and marketed as Asian American literature (Chiang 19).
The topics with which its narrator struggles – her identity as an Asian American,
her place in America, the authenticity of the Chinese traditions and history – are
all tied to the ghost presences in the text. Whether it is her identity as a half
ghost, the Americans who are constructed as ghosts in their foreignness, or the
ghost of her Chinese aunt, the ghosts embody the central conflicts of this young
Asian American girl and they also establish the main topics on which Asian
American literature centered. The reception of The Woman Warrior in general
and its ghost figures in particular nicely highlights the development of the field
of Asian American Studies after its inception in the 1970s and 80s. Most
secondary literature reads the ghosts according to the current trends of the field,
linking them in the early stages to topics of historiography and identity, then
moving on to pan-ethnic approaches, before ultimately conceiving of them as
global, transnational, and self-reflexive figures.
These readings indicate what I conceive of as the three phases of Asian
American Studies in its self-conception.1 From its initiation, Asian American
Studies has been concerned with the struggle of Asian Americans to negotiate
their place and position in the United States. It has its roots in the activism of the
1960s (1). As part of the political and social movements of the 1960s, Asian
Americans fought for better living conditions (for example, housing, health care,
education, unemployment). The field’s initiation was also a protest against the
absence of Asian American history or literature in the higher education of the

1

For my analysis I will be drawing on Bella Adams, Asian American Literature,
Edinburgh: Edinburgh University Press, 2008; Guiyou Huang, The Columbia Guide to
Asian American Literature Since 1945, New York: Columbia University Press, 2006;
Geok-lin Lim, Shirley, et al., eds. Transnational Asian American Literature: Sites and
Transits. Philadelphia: Temple University Press, 2006; David Leiwei Li, Imagining
the Nation: Asian American Literature and Cultural Consent, Stanford, California:
Stanford University Press, 1998, especially his conclusion; Sau-ling Cynthia Wong,
Reading Asian American Literature: From Necessity to Extravagance. Princeton, New
Jersey: Princeton University Press, 1993.
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United States (Madsen, “Introduction” xvii). The first phase is what I call the
initiatory phase, which started in the 1970s and continued into the early 1990s.
This phase is basically concerned with the initiation of the field and the creation
of an awareness of an Asian American presence in America. It is also a consolidation phase as certain main themes and strands within the field become visible.
For example, one can observe a kind of formalization with a prominent focus on
feminist projects. This first phase produced readings of ghost figures that
ultimately highlight the interconnection of psychoanalytical approaches with
identity politics: basically, the ghosts are seen as functioning as ethnic markers
that allegorize the narrator’s haunted identity as Asian American.
The second phase of diversification dominates the 1990s, which induces a
crisis. This phase is not only concerned with a negotiation of the place of Asian
American Studies in relation to other Ethnic Studies programs and literature as
well as Diaspora Studies, but also highlights the growing diversity of the field. It
culminates with the controversy over the fiction award that was presented in
1997 to Lois Ann Yamanaka’s Blu’s Hanging by the Association for Asian
American Studies, which basically questioned the representative function of
ethnic authors. This reshaping and restructuring of the field also left an impact
on the approaches to its ghost figures: although the first phase also linked its
readings of ghosts to the specific cultural differences, this aspect becomes more
prominent, especially in terms of pan-ethnic conceptions of the ghost figures.
The field’s diversity demands recognition of the cultural similarities and
differences that the ghosts might provide.
The field’s crisis produced an awareness of the necessity to recognize the
historical and material terms on which Asian America built and builds itself. The
reception of the Yamanaka controversy still shapes current projects in the field,
which has entered the third phase. This phase is a highly self-reflexive one that
also needs to be seen in its dialogic relationship with the larger field of American
Studies and transnational approaches. While the ghost figures continue to be
read as identity markers and ethnic ornamentation by some critics, a growing
tendency to focus on the historical specificity of these figures emerges. Toni
Morrison’s psychoanalytical conception of an America as haunted by a black
presence in Playing in the Dark (1992) already foreshadows the approach that
dominates the early 21st century: the ghosts are conceived as psychoanalytical
yet social forces, linked to specific historical events that haunt certain communities or entire countries. Each phase, of course, overlaps with others and serves
only as a general framing to crystallize the most prominent topics of the time. In
the secondary literature of these phases that focuses on ghost figures in Asian
American literature a development can be observed: from a psychoanalytical
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identity politics, to a cultural, to a historical material approach. These readings,
of course, cannot be evenly separated; all of them include, in a way, psychoanalytical, cultural, historical and material explanations. Not surprisingly, most
of the secondary literature attempts to read the ghost figures in terms of the
current approaches that shape Asian American Studies, trying to ‘place’ the
ghosts in a marketable, readable narrative. However, a few exceptions have
emphasized the ghost’s resistance to such political usurpation from the very
beginning and it is in these footsteps that I wish to place The Ghosts Within.

ASIAN AMERICAN: GHOSTS AS IDENTITY MARKERS
AND A (FEMINIST) HISTORIOGRAPHY
The Woman Warrior tells a story of growing up as a Chinese American girl, of
finding a voice and an identity, but also of finding a place in America. All of
these dimensions emerge as the basic themes and topics around which the early
phase of Asian American Studies developed. In this way, Kingston’s memoir
establishes and writes itself into the dominant discourses of its time. In order to
claim a place and a voice, the autobiographical genre seems an obvious choice.
Yet, The Woman Warrior defies categorizations into fixed genre traditions.
Although it is termed a memoir, the ghost figures stretch the limits of
autobiographical writing. They are neither clearly marked as metaphoric nor as
material presences. Instead, they appear as simply part of the narrator’s world
and experience. The Woman Warrior, thus, presents these figures as forces that
demand recognition – like the no name woman –, but the memoir refrains from
answering what exactly this recognition should imply: should they be seen as
part of Chinese ghost beliefs, as part of a distancing from American norms, as
part of an author’s creative imagination, as part of an Asian American identity,
or as part of the narrator’s very personal psychological development? My answer
is: probably all of this at once (Odabas, “Do Ghosts Grow Up” 157). The ghosts’
‘unplaceability’ is the most striking feature of these figures in The Woman
Warrior and it is this insight that drives The Ghosts Within.
Chapter 1 provides an overview of theoretical reflections about ghost figures.
It starts with Sigmund Freud’s psychoanalytical approach of “The Uncanny”
(1919) and connects this to Jacques Derrida’s deconstructive conceptions of
spectrality. It moves on to Avery Gordon’s seminal sociological Ghostly
Matters: Haunting and the Sociological Imagination (2004), which connects
Freud and Derrida to emphasize the social function of ghostly presences. The
chapter concludes with a focus on ghost figures in literature and how this always
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already includes a discussion of these figures’ reality status, especially in an
Asian American context. The Ghosts Within is driven by the argument that only
a combination of such psychoanalytical, poststructuralist, social, cultural, and
literary approaches can begin to unearth the diverse functions that ghost figures
employ. It argues, furthermore, that Asian American literature itself playfully
engages with the co-existence of these approaches.
Patricia Lin Blinde already cites the appearance of ghost figures in a memoir
as a break with the fact-fiction divide. In her article “The Icicle in the Desert:
Perspective and Form in the Works of Two Chinese-American Women Writers”
(1979) she states that these ghost figures provide a way to question a Western
way of perceiving reality. These ghosts are “not simply metaphorical allusions to
the Chinese past” but show that the supernatural “encroaches upon daily
existence, and the boundaries of the possible are constantly being extended to
include what the American sensibility would deem as superstition” (Blinde 68).
And although Blinde’s article does not discuss these ghost figures most
centrally, it is conceptualizations of ghosts such as hers that have inspired my
discussion of these figures. Her article already foreshadows what later engagements with ghost figures in relation to the genre of autobiography outline. What
does a ghost as part of autobiographical writing indicate? How does this change
the narrative and its perception? If these ghosts are not only metaphorical
allusions, what else are they?
Inspired by these aspects, Chapter 3 discusses the appearance of ghost
figures in Heinz Insu Fenkl’s Memories of My Ghost Brother (1996). While his
novel is not labeled an autobiography, it certainly has an autobiographical
dimension as it narrates the story of the young Heinz Insu Fenkl growing up
close to the South Korean camptown world. This neocolonial setting provides
the backdrop for the development of ghostly selves. The novel is populated by
various highly different ghost figures. There are the narrator’s mother’s Korean
ghosts, his father’s ghostly presence that references a ghostly American presence
in Korea, there is the narrator’s ghost brother of the title, and finally the ghostly
self that emerges from the pages of this novel. Memories of My Ghost Brother
plays with the different traditions to which the narrator is exposed: a Western/
psychoanalytical reading as well as a folkloristic Korean approach of these
figures. Thus, the novel depicts the morally outrageous situation – often with the
help of ghost figures –, while it refrains from simply blaming specific
individuals. Memories of My Ghost Brother is mostly told from the perspective
of a child narrator, the young Insu. This perspective creates an atmosphere which
verifies the reality status of the ghost figures: they appear as both coping strategy
and real material presences. The materiality of these figures is pronounced, but it
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is also repeatedly challenged just as the narrative is interrupted by italicized
passages which are being told by an older Insu. In this focus on the intermingling
of ghosts and life writing, this chapter is indebted to Blinde’s early attentive
reading of ghost figures.
The Woman Warrior and even more so Kingston’s second book China Men
(1980), take up the idea of re-writing and re-owning an Asian American history
(Odabas, “Do Ghosts Grow Up” 151). In accordance with the field’s origins in
the civil rights struggles of the 1960s, Asian American Studies is initially most
centrally concerned with finding a place for Asian Americans in America and its
history. This has been done in the early phase through the creation of various
bibliographies2. Many historians took up the topic of Asian Americans in a
similar vein: in an attempt to create “new social histories,” (Leong 65) they not
only recovered lost histories but moreover reframed Asian Americans as subjects
of this history, instead of mere objects in a history being told by others. 3 One of
the most famous of these histories is Ronald Takaki’s Strangers from a Different
Shore: A History of Asian Americans, originally published in 1989. He covers
the early immigrant groups of Chinese, Japanese, Korean, and Filipino
Americans, who came in between the mid nineteenth century and the early 1900s
as workers in the Hawaii sugar plantations or to the continental United States as

2

Not surprisingly, these bibliographies often refer to specific Asian American
subgroups, to whom the editors felt the need to draw specific attention and to which
they mostly belonged themselves. This is very much in line with the activist roots of
the Asian American movement. See, for example, Wei Chi Poon, A Guide for
Establishing Asian American Core Collections, Berkeley, California: Asian American
Studies Library, 1988; Yen Le Espiritu, Vietnamese in America: An Annotated
Bibliography of Materials in Los Angeles and Orange County Libraries, Los Angeles:
UCLA Asian American Studies Center, 1988; Him Mark Lai, A History
Reclaimed: An Annotated Bibliography of Chinese Language Materials on the
Chinese of America, Los Angeles: Asian American Studies Center, 1986; Jane Singh,
South Asians in North America: An Annotated and Selected Bibliography, Berkeley:
Center for South and South East Asia Studies, 1988; Cheung, King-Kok and Stan
Yogi, Asian American Literature: An Annotated Bibliography, New York: MLA,
1988.

3

See for further examples: Yuji Ichioka, The Issei: The World of the First-Generation
Japanese Immigrants, 1885–1924, New York: Free Press, 1989; Sucheng Chan, This
Bittersweet Soil: The Chinese in California Agriculture, 1850–1910, Berkeley: The
University of California Press, 1986; Sucheng Chan, Asian Americans: An
Interpretive History, Boston: Twayne Publishers, 1991.
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workers on the railroad tracks. Takaki compares these with the new waves of
immigrants that followed after the elimination of the national immigrant quotas
in 1965 and the great wave of refugees from Cambodia, Laos and Vietnam.
Takaki lists and interprets various exclusionary laws like the Naturalization Act
of 1870, which excluded Chinese from becoming naturalized citizens, or the
Chinese Exclusion Law of 1882, which basically banned Chinese immigration,
or the strict enforcements of these laws on the Angel Island immigration station
after 1910, or the internment and relocation of Japanese Americans during
World War II.4 Yet, while Takaki does intend to list these racially based exclusions, he insists on giving the Asian Americans a ‘voice’ in this history, citing
letters, poems, and interviews. This claim of ‘owning’ their history in America
even within this oppressive framework is a striking feature of these kinds of new
social histories.
As Takaki’s example highlights, the early phase was very much about retelling their own history and, thus, implicitly or explicitly, about battling existing
stereotypes. Popular stereotypes of bad and good Asians say more about the
American national self-image than actually about Asian immigrants’ lives, but
Asian American self-representations of course engage with the existing and
available images. In the early phase from the mid-nineteenth century to the midtwentieth century bad images dominated. Asian Americans were depicted as
coolie workers and pollutants of America. By the turn of the century, the worst
image was that of the ‘yellow peril,’ that constructs Asian Americans as a threat
to the nation, the white race, and the family. 5 Positive images during this time
represent Asian Americans and Asians as inferior, helpless heathens in need of
civilization by the superior white American people. This image was used in
missionary accounts or in the stock image of the servant figure (Kim, Asian
American Literature 3–22); (Lee, Orientals 8–12).
The most striking image, however, is that of the ‘model minority,’ which
derived from the racial logic of the Cold War during the 1940s and continues to
be a reference point until today. The ‘model minority’ depiction of Asian
Americans builds on the idea of the American Dream and suggests that this

4

For a detailed chronology of historical and literary events, see Bella Adams, Asian
American Literature, Edinburgh: Edinburgh University Press, 2008, ix–xxvi.

5

The image of the ‘yellow peril’ originated in Europe, where it was initially linked to
military and cultural threats, before, in the American context, its references were
redrawn to focus on migration and urbanization, see, for example, Ute Mehnert,
Deutschland, Amerika und die Gelbe Gefahr: Zur Karriere eines Schlagworts in der
großen Politik, 1905–1917, Stuttgart: Franz Steiner, 1996.
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minority group has managed its way up the social and economic ladder and into
the American nation due to honest, hard work. It emphasizes Asian American
virtues such as patience, loyalty, adherence to Confucian ethics, community
spirit, and hard work. Although this myth is attached to all subgroups of Asian
America, at least one of its features – the Confucian ethics – is clearly a
reference to the special philosophical orientation of the Chinese. Calling to mind
the general conception of Asian American, such a conflation of differences into
one seemingly homogenous and all-fitting category for all Asian Americans
mirrors a larger tendency in Asian American Studies. And very often the
representative groups are either the Chinese Americans or the Japanese
Americans, from which certain aspects are highlighted and then generalized and
applied to Asian Americans at large. The model minority myth is, thus, one
example of such a tendency. 6 As early sources of the 1960s demonstrate, this
myth was constructed to hold up this particular minority as a model for others,
more rebellious ones like the blacks. For example, the article “Success of One
Minority Group in U.S.” from 1966 praises the Asian American as a lawabiding, patient, industrious citizen, who has faced severe discrimination in the
past, yet managed to work his or her way into the American nation due to the
classical shared virtues of individualism, self-reliance, and loyalty. This is seen
as a case in point that minorities actually can succeed on their own, implying that
the demands by blacks for financial support are a result of their mere laziness
(“Success of One Minority Group” 158–163).7
Although this myth certainly opened new possibilities for Asian Americans,
it still remains a stereotypical representation that allows for little variation and
causes harm in its own ways. While the myth admits the Asian American into
the realm of the American nation, it does so under the condition that this group
remains an assimilated and subordinated minority that obediently follows the
American way of life (Kim, Asian American Literature 3–22). Furthermore, with

6

Another example for this tendency in Asian American Studies is Ronald Takaki’s
focus on coolie workers, which were typically only Chinese (Americans).

7

The same arguments are put forward in other articles of the time. See, for example,
“Success Story: Outwhiting the Whites,” Newsweek, June 21, 1971; with the shift into
the 1980s, the model becomes more and more also one for the white American middle
class that could improve its performance, see, as cited in Takaki: “Asian-Americans:
A ‘Model Minority,” Newsweek, December 6, 1982, 40–51; “America’s Super
Minority,” Fortune, November 26, 1986; David A. Bell, “The Triumph of AsianAmericans: America’s Greatest Success Story,” New Republic, July 15 and 22, 1985,
24–31.
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this depiction in place, any demand of social welfare by Asian Americans meant
a loss of face, implying that they simply did not work, and it resulted in various
inter-racial conflicts with other minority groups (Takaki 474–84).8 Many of the
early studies in Asian American Studies directly engage with these stereotypical
representations.
The first book-length monograph of Asian American literature was written
by Elaine H. Kim, published in 1982 and follows this logic. Kim states in Asian
American Literature: An Introduction to the Writings and Their Social Context
that her purpose is to place these texts in their sociohistorical and cultural
contexts to avoid misunderstandings resulting from existing stereotypes. Her
proposed solution is a study of Asian American “self-images as they have
evolved in response to changing social contexts” (Kim, Asian American
Literature xviii). As Kim’s subsequent chapters show, these self-images have
developed from rather idealized depictions of both Asia and America in order to
bridge the existing gap between East and West for the first generation writers at
the turn of the nineteenth to the twentieth century, to claims to position the Asian
American and to claim a home in America in the second generation writers in
the mid-twentieth century, to an ever increased awareness of the possibility to
build an ethnic American identity since the 1960s. Kim’s romanticized vision of
the American society as a harmonious multiracial one has been challenged in the
years since her publication. Yet, her seminal book still provided the groundwork
from which further studies evolved.
Early engagements with ghost figures are, accordingly, very much focused
on the idea of a rewriting of history and of finding a voice as an Asian
American.9 These early readings of the ghost figures in the field are concerned

8

For a detailed analysis of the origins of the model minority myth, see, for example,
chapter 5, “The Cold War Origins of the Model Minority Myth” in Robert G. Lee,
Orientals: Asian Americans in Popular Culture, Philadelphia: Temple University
Press, 1999, 145–179.

9

This historiographic reading tradition is certainly not limited to the 80s, another
important example is, Robert G. Lee, “The Woman Warrior as an Intervention in
Asian American Historiography,” in: Shirley Geok-lin Lim, ed., Approaches to
Teaching Kingston’s The Woman Warrior, New York: The Modern Language
Association of America, 1991, 52–63; or the reading of history in the mode of the talk
story as referring to equally valid interpretations of history in David Leiwei Li,
“China Men: Maxine Hong Kingston and the American Canon,” American Literary
History 2.3 (Autumn 1990): 482–502. Still, the dominance of these topics in the early
studies demands recognition.
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with a psychological approach that makes a silenced history available, especially
in its concern with identity politics. Mary Slowick, for example, reads
Kingston’s books – especially her second novel China Men (1980) – as the story
that is build around her male ancestors, which needs to combine imagination and
history in order to tell this silenced history in her article “When the Ghosts
Speak: Oral and Written Narrative Forms in Maxine Hong Kingston’s China
Men” (1994). She argues that in writing the larger history of Chinese Americans,
Kingston must “start with the X, the erasing, the silences of her fathers, the
apparent extinctions of her history” (Slowik 80) so that her story evolves from
such “ghostly footsteps” (86). These silenced family histories also refer to the
particular silences that surrounded the so-called ‘paper son’-system. After the
San Francisco earthquake and fire of 1906 in Chinatown many families claimed
to have more sons than they actually had, therewith opening immigration slots
for illegal immigrants. With the sponsoring of these paper sons’ own families
after a couple of years, whole family histories were based on fictions, which
needed to be kept secret and resulted in the particular silencing among personal
family histories.10 Ruth Mayer convincingly argues that “the cultural memory of
‘paper citizenship’ is not only formally shaped by the forces of fabrication and
narration – fabrication and narration constitute its very subject matter.” In order
to come to terms with this kind of fabricated history, to make sense of fake and
true stories, and to address this silence, fiction might be an appropriate form,
“for it is the one mode of representation that focuses most persistently on spheres
of experience beyond the outspoken, the rational, the strategic” (Mayer, “Paper
Citizens” 89–90). And in that sense the ghost figure is particularly suitable to
embody, represent, and negotiate this silenced and neglected history, as Mary
Slowick begins to outline and The Ghosts Within continues.
In a similar vein, Gayle K. Fujita Sato reads the narrator’s aunt’s ghost as a
“paper daughter” (Sato 197) in her article “Ghosts as Chinese-American
Constructs in Maxine Hong Kingston’s The Woman Warrior” (1991). She argues
that Kingston’s memoir narrates “a process of gaining access to a familial,
communal memory that is initially ghostlike – elusive and hidden” (196–97).
Kingston not only “reclaims but reimagines her aunt’s story” (198), as this ghost
then ‘branches into her life.’ Such “authoring of American lives” (199) in both
fake immigration identities and the literary engagements with this history almost
immediately call to mind the figure of the ghostly. Accordingly, Sato emphasizes

10 For a detailed analysis of this system, see, for example, Erika Lee, At America’s
Gates: Chinese Immigration During the Exclusion Era, 1882–1943, Chapel Hill and
London: The University of North Carolina Press, 2003, especially chapter 7.
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the function of the ghosts in The Woman Warrior as ethnic markers: the ghosts
highlight the narrator’s struggle with her identity in-between two cultures as well
as the elusive, ghostlike history that remains hidden to her (210). Sato’s reading
of the ghost figures as pointing to the identity as well as the history of Chinese
Americans fits the paradigm of identity politics that still links Asian American
Studies to its beginnings in activism. The psychological approach to the ghost
figures as metaphors of a haunted self that is torn between different ethnic
cultures re-appears in readings of Asian American ghosts. But in this early stage,
the ghosts’ appearance is directly linked to the construction of a politically
available and ethnically marked identity. And yet, Sato already indicates the
ghosts potential for political ambiguity, when she acknowledges the “vitality of
Chinese-American culture” as consisting “in opposed energies, represented in
[…] the multiple meanings of ghost” (212). It is this conceptualization of ghosts
as embodying ‘opposed energies’ that The Ghosts Within emphasizes, even
though much of the secondary literature on ghosts in Ethnic Studies in general
and in Asian American Studies in particular still rather reiterates the image of
ghosts as highlighting an ethnic tradition that encroaches upon the identity of
Asian Americans.
One strategy in the initiatory phase to draw attention to a muted Asian
American tradition and to build ethnic pride, was to create anthologies of Asian
American literature (Leong 64–66).11 Drawing attention to the literary history

11 Some of the early anthologies are pan-Asian American: the very first one featured,
like Aiiieeeee, Chinese Americans, Japanese Americans, and Filipino Americans, Kaiyu Hsu and Helen Palubinskas, eds., Asian-American Authors, Boston: Houghton
Mifflin, 1972; David Hsin-Fu Wand, ed., Asian-American Heritage: An Anthology of
Prose and Poetry, New York: Washington Square Press, 1974, this anthology is
striking for its inclusion also of Korean Americans and Pacific Islanders; others
emphasized the female experience while expanding the definition of Asian American
writers to include other subgroups such as Vietnamese Americans, see, for example,
Shirley Geok-Lin Lim, Mayumi Tsutakawa, Margariat Donnelly, eds., The Forbidden
Stitch: An Asian American Women’s Anthology, Corvallis, OR: Calyx Books, 1989;
Diane Yen-mei and Asian Women United, eds., Making Waves: An Anthology of
Writings by and about Asian American Women, Boston: Beacon Press, 1989; Sylvia
Watanabe and Carol Bruchac, eds., Home to Stay: Asian American Women’s Fiction,
Greenfield Center, NY: Greenfield Review Press, 1990; there are also ethnic-specific
anthologies, for example, Him Mark Lai, Genny Lim, and Judy Yung, eds., Island:
Poetry and History of Chinese Immigrants on Angel Island, 1910–1940, Seattle:
University of Washington, 1980; Jerrold Asao Hisura, ed., The Hawk’s Well: A
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that dates back to the late nineteenth century with the writings of the Eaton
sisters, these collections provide overviews as well as easy access for a larger
audience and they help shape a self-image of Asian America. Yet, such a
homogenizing labeling also invites critical reflections, especially in terms of
which groups should belong to this label and whose writings would be authentic
as representative for these groups.
The most prominent anthology of the time was probably the 1974 Aiiieeeee!
An Anthology of Asian-American Writers edited by Paul Chan, Frank Chin and
others and its cultural nationalist project. It included Chinese American,
Japanese American, and Filipino American writers as well as a preface by Frank
Chin, called “Fifty Years of Our Whole Voice.” As is well-known today, the
anthology in general and Chin’s introduction especially, has sparked serious
criticism in terms of its exclusionary definition of ‘authentic’ Asian Americans:
according to the editors, these should be non-Christian, non-feminist, and nonimmigrant. According to Chin, the predominance of women writers in the Asian
American context even furthered the on-going “emasculation” of Asian
American men.12 In the following controversy, Chin attacked writers such as
Jade Snow Wong, Maxine Hong Kingston, and Amy Tan for their ‘selling out’
to white racist American mainstream. He called them ‘fakes’ because, to him,
they were distorting the original Chinese stories to cater to an American white
fantasy. Even in terms of genre, Chin objected to the use of autobiographical
writing as it is a Western and Christian genre. He criticized the depiction of
Chinese American communities as misogynist and anti-individualistic as

Collection of Japanese American Art and Literature, San Jose, CA: Asian American
Art Projects, 1986.
12 Although most critics today – including myself – do not agree with Chin’s rigorous
attacks and contest the link he established between a female presence in Asian
America and racist stereotypes by mainstream America, the importance of the
“feminized” stereotypical representation of Asian men remains a central point to be
discussed. This applies largely to Chinese American men, who not only lived for the
first years in America in a bachelor society in Chinatowns, but were being pushed into
traditionally female jobs due to language problems or racist exclusions in America.
For detailed summaries of these developments, see, for example, Jinqui Ling,
“Identity Crisis and Gender Politics: Reappropriating Asian American Masculinity,”
King-kok Cheung, ed., An Interethnic Companion to Asian American Literature,
Cambridge: Cambridge University Press, 1997, 312–337; or Viet Than Nguyen, “The
Remasculanization of Chinese America: Race, Violence, and the Novel,” American
Literary History 12.1/2 (Spring/Summer 2000): 130–157.
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catering to white American stereotypes (Chin and Chan, “Fifty Years of Our
Whole” xxi–xlviii), (Chin and Chan, “Preface” vii–xvi). Chin’s attacks,
especially as he repeated and justified them in the introduction to the expanded
1991 edition of The Big Aiiieeeee! (Chin) have to be understood as an attempt –
although admittedly over-the-top – to advance the position of Asian Americans.
Even though his main concern was the correction of white America’s
stereotypes about Asian Americans, his cultural nationalist approach inevitably
provoked severe criticism. However, with this aim, his project is not that far
removed from Kingston’s project because both wish to rewrite and redefine the
Chinese American ‘experience’ in a counter-narrative to racist white American
accounts. Nevertheless, the controversy shows the early stages of the
development of two traditions within both Asian American literature and Asian
American Studies: one side’s normative aim is a writing of representative social
history through literature, while the other camp emphasizes artistic freedom and
the necessity to depict different shades of grey in each kind of literature (Yin
229–53).13 Although they are not mutually exclusive, these two approaches and
the questions they raise about authenticity, representativeness, resistance and
accommodation remain as binary distinctions in the field of Asian American
Studies until today.
The political subtext of these debates also figures largely in the prominent
feminist strand to which Chin’s criticism indirectly refers. This feminist basis of
Asian American Studies cannot be overstated. Fittingly, The Woman Warrior
has also been taught and analyzed in various contexts besides Asian American
Studies: in Ethnic Studies, world literature, Autobiography Studies, or Feminist
Studies. With the publication of Toni Morrison’s Beloved (1987) as the classical
ghost story of ethnic literature, a focus on feminist approaches to ghost figures in
ethnic literature was again consolidated.14 This close connection between ghosts,

13 For extended readings of the controversy see, for example, King-Kok Cheung, “The
Woman Warrior versus The Chinaman Pacific: Must a Chinese American Critic
Choose Between Feminism and Heroism?,” Conflicts in Feminism, eds. Marianne
Hirsch and Evelyn Fox Keller, New York: Routledge, 1990, 234–251 ; David Leiwei
Li, “Emergence,” Imagining the Nation: Asian American Literature and Cultural
Consent, Stanford, California: Stanford University Press, 1998, 19–62.
14 See, for example, Rigney, Barbara Hill. “‘A Story to Pass On’: Ghosts and the
Significance of History in Toni Morrison’s Beloved.” Haunting the House of Fiction:
Feminist Perspectives on Ghost Stories by American Women. Eds. Lynette Carpenter,
Wendy K Kolmar. Knoxville: University of Tennessee Press, 1991. 229–35; or
Lawrence, David. “Fleshly Ghosts and Ghostly Flesh: The Word and the Body in
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ethnicity, and history in pan-ethnic readings was to shape the phase of
diversification that began in the 1990s. But already in this first phase a
connection between feminist readings of ghosts and ethnic aspects becomes
obvious.
Drawing on the literature of the second-wave feminism evolving at the
time,15 these critics articulate the special case of Asian American writers. The
anthology This Bridge Called My Back: Writings by Radical Women of Color
(1981) edited by Cherríe Moraga and Gloria Anazaldúa acts as the manifesto of
feminist women of color of the time. Containing prose, poetry, and personal
essays by African American, Latina, Native American, and Asian American
writers, these women perceive their feminist project as an umbrella, intending to
“reflect our color loud and clear, not tone it down” (Moraga and Anzaldúa xxiv).
The two most prominent monographs in this feminist tradition of the time that
focus explicitly on Asian American women are probably Amy Ling’s Between
Worlds: Women Writers of Chinese Ancestry (1990) and King-kok Cheung’s
Articulate Silences: Hisaye Yamamoto, Maxine Hong Kingston, and Joy Kogawa
(1993). The first addresses only Chinese American writers, for whom she
attempts to provide an overview of their tradition. Following Alice Walker’s
concept of a ‘mother’s literary garden,’ Ling states that she means “to show off
the flowers in my mother’s garden” (Ling, Between Worlds xi–xv). Ling argues
that these women writers intend to right the wrongs by writing them, especially
to change their doubly oppressed position as women of Asian descent in
America and as women in an often misogynist Chinese cultural tradition. Kingkok Cheung’s Articulate Silences focuses on both Chinese and Japanese
American female writers. Cheung argues that the value attached to silence is
culturally specific: on this basis, she challenges the Eurocentric assumption that

Beloved.” Toni Morrison’s Fiction: Contemporary Criticism. Ed. David L Middleton.
New York and London: Garland Publishing, 1997. 231–46.
15 Influential and by now classical texts in the field of feminist criticism were being
published at the same time. See, for example, Elaine Showalter, A Literature of Their
Own: British Women Novelists from Bronte to Lessing, Princeton: Princeton
University Press, 1977; Nina Baym, Woman’s Fiction: A Guide to Novels by and
about Women in America, 1820–1870, Ithaca: Cornell University Press, 1978; Sandra
M. Gilbert and Susan Gubar, The Madwoman in the Attic: The Woman Writer and the
Nineteenth-Century Literary Imagination, New Haven: Yale University Press, 1979.
Even though Asian American critics build their works on this feminist background,
they are simultaneously aware of the pitfalls and problems of taking over the white
woman’s, Eurocentric ideas for an Asian American context.
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silence equals passivity, and instead posits that silence in these works needs to
be understood as a rhetorical silence that exposes oppressions, as a provocative
silence that enhances creativity, and as an attentive silence that breaks up
binaries of voice and voicelessness (Cheung 23).
Such an interweaving of feminist identity politics with an ethnic twist that
asserts cultural difference as valuable also shapes feminist readings of Asian
American ghost figures. Lynette Carpenter and Wendy K. Kolmar provide a
feminist reading of ghostly figures in their edited volume Haunting the House of
Fiction: Feminist Perspectives on Ghost Stories by American Women (1991).
Although the volume includes insightful essays, I disagree with some of the
arguments put forward in the introduction by the editors. Surely, ghosts are one
of the forms “for exploring dangerous territory” (Carpenter and Kolmar 2), but
in my view this conclusion does not automatically limit them to a female trope,
as Carpenter and Kolmar seem to suggest. Furthermore, they assume an
explicitly female style of writing with women writers’ as
“more likely to portray natural and supernatural experience along a continuum.
Boundaries between the two are not absolute, but fluid, so that the supernatural can be
accepted, connected with, reclaimed, and can often possess a quality of familiarity.” (12)

While I agree with their finding that such a continuum is to be found especially
in minority traditions that are not Eurocentric, I hesitate to limit this argument to
women’s writing. It is, rather, a cultural aspect that should be pronounced much
more prominently.
Ruth Y. Jenkins, for example, argues in her essay “Authorizing Female
Voice and Experience: Ghosts and Spirits in Kingston’s The Woman Warrior
and Allende’s The House of Spirits” (1994) that “the supernatural is closely
linked to female voice” in that “ghosts and spirits provide authority for articulation and identity” (Jenkins 68). Such feminist interpretations of ghosts
emphasize the potential for freedom of expression that these figures allow,
highlighting a psychological function of these figures especially for marginalized
voices. Moreover, Jenkins provides an approach of the supernatural and ghosts
as a representation of alternative experiences and histories that realist writing
could not sufficiently portray.16 With this claim, she emphasizes the specific

16 One of the key terms that comes to mind especially in terms of Ethnic Studies and in
relation to Allende explicitly, is magical realism. Although it originated in the 1920s
in Germany, this concept has gained wide influence since the mid-twentieth century in
reference to Latin American literature and its criticism. The fusion of realist and
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ethnic value that these figures offer in their questioning of Western perceptions,
therewith foreshadowing the growing insistence on cultural approaches to these
figures that shapes the second phase of Asian American Studies. The Ghosts
Within is inspired by such early conceptualizations of the ghosts’ possible potential, yet, it broadens the scope to which these figures refer and foregrounds the
inherent political ambiguity of the shape-shifting figure of the ghost. So, instead
of following such an overly-positive conclusion, it reads the ghosts rather as
pointing to those unfinished, messy aspects that each categorization or conceptualization immediately produces.
Although The Ghosts Within is indebted to this rich secondary literature with
feminist approaches to Asian American literature in general and ghost figures
specifically, it will not directly contribute to this line of thought. Rather, it
envisions the ghost figures as not referencing explicitly female aspects, or as
voicing a specifically female perspective, but as highlighting different, even
paradoxical interconnections. As the readings of the ghost figures in the seconddary literature tend to reflect the predominant focus and trends of Asian
American criticism at large, I believe that these political foci on the specific
rewriting of Asian American history, Asian American identity, and its feminist
basis still shape the field but, due to their central position by now, have
somehow become more self-referential and complex in their overlaps. And this

magical elements into one literary text, whereby the magical is presented as part of the
ordinary, allows for a representation of an alternative ‘reality’ to that of Western postenlightenment rationalism. The popularity of the concept can be explained by its
destabilization of boundaries and by its assumed subversive tendencies due to the
questioning of seemingly given facts of causality, materiality, or motivation. With this
subversive approach, the concept has been used increasingly also by writers and
critics of postcolonial cultures and in a feminist tradition. On the other hand, magical
realist writers have been criticized for a selling out of an exotic background to a
Western readership by offering an escapist experience finally supporting a colonial
attitude, calling to mind the criticisms charged against Kingston or Tan by Frank
Chin. For a critical reading of Salman Rushdie’s use of magical realism, see, for
example, Timothy Brennan, Salman Rushdie and the Third World: Myths of the
Nation, Houndsmills, Basingstokes: Macmillan, 1989. For good introductions to the
concept of magical realism, see, Maggie Ann Bowers, Magic(al) Realism, London and
New York: Routledge, 2004; Lois Parkinson Zamora and Wendy B. Faris,
“Introduction: Daiquiri Birds and Flaubertian Parrot(ie)s,” Magical Realism: Theory,
History, Community, Eds. Lois Parkinson Zamora and Wendy B. Faris, Durham and
London: Duke University Press, 1995, 1–11.
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shift has been brought about also because of the second phase of Asian
American Studies – that of diversification – which dominated the 1990s.

GHOSTS AS PAN-ETHNIC CONSTRUCTIONS IN
DIVERSIFIED ASIAN AMERICA
While Elaine H. Kim’s first monograph of Asian American Studies highlights
the initiation and establishment of the field, Sau-ling Cynthia Wong’s Reading
Asian American Literature: From Necessity to Extravagance (1993) embodies
the transition into the second phase: the diversification of the field.17 The great
strength of Kim’s Asian American Literature is its grounding of the texts in their
sociohistorical and cultural contexts. However, this is also its weakness, as Sauling Cynthia Wong points out about a decade later. Wong criticizes Kim’s
assumption that a certain text can be read in its specific context in order to
prevent misunderstandings. Influenced by new historicist and poststructuralist
theories, Wong complicates this by introducing multiple subject positions for
Asian Americans (Wong, Reading Asian American Literature 10–12). Wong
introduces the helpful notion of intertexuality, arguing that Asian American texts
create a sense of an autonomous Asian American literary tradition in that they all
“build upon, allude to, refine, controvert, and resonate with each other” (10–12).
With this thinking, Wong builds on the ideas of hybridity and syncretism18:

17 After its initiation, Asian American Studies had the already outlined concerns:
claiming a voice and a history in America. These concerns and the increasing
diversity of topics and subgroups are reflected in anthologies of critical essays in the
field. The first collection that attempted a rewriting of the American canon from a
multicultural perspective was, A. LaVonne Brown Ruoff and Jerry Ward W., Jr., eds,
Redefining American Literary History, New York: Modern Language Association,
1990; a collection that attests to the prominence of Kingston’s The Woman Warrior in
educational contexts in various academic fields, Shirley Geok-Lin Lim, ed.,
Approaches to Teaching Kingston’s The Woman Warrior, New York: Modern
Language Association, 1991; a collection that already broadens the scope of Asian
American writers significantly by including various subgroups, Shirley Geok-Lin Lim
and Amy Ling, eds., Reading the Literatures of Asian America, Philadelphia: Temple
University Press, 1992.
18 For definitions of and critical conceptions of the terms hybridity and syncretism, see,
for example: James Clifford, The Predicament of Culture: Twentieth-Century
Ethnography, Literature, and Art, Cambridge: Cambridge University Press, 1988;
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Asian American literature is an emergent tradition. Combining various elements,
a new and different, specifically Asian American literary tradition emerges. As
Wong further demonstrates, the label Asian American is a pan-Asian politically
oriented construct: the various subgroups chose to combine their forces in order
to gain a new visibility (6). For the academic discourse this constructedness
implies an uncertainty about the subject matter, as the Chin-Kingston controversy highlights. As a result, Asian American critics “have to establish their
professional domain; through doing so, and through disseminating the products
of their efforts, they play a role in building their community” (9, my emphasis).
Wong assumes that the Asian American critics have an important role to play not
only in the perception but also in the formation of the Asian American
community. As the italicized ‘their’ in this passage suggests, Wong expects all
of the critics to be Asian Americans themselves. With this, Wong shows herself
to be very much influenced by the activist roots of the Asian American project. 19
Wong’s emphasis of an Asian American literary intertextuality speaks to the
growing awareness and self-assurance of this specific tradition. It also reveals
the focus on cultural aspects that becomes so important in this period of
diversification. While her intertextual focus has been highly influential and
helpful in recognizing the field’s specificity, I argue that her conception of the
Asian American literary tradition as an autonomous one can even be expanded.
Although she lists multiple discourses as constitutive of the Asian American
literary tradition and I agree with her conception of this tradition as a hybrid,
newly emergent one, her main aim is a conception of a distinctive Asian
American intertextuality that feeds into the growing awareness of the specific

Christopher Balme, “Inventive Syncretism: The Concept of the Syncretic in
Intercultural Discourse,” Fusion of Cultures, Eds. Peter O. Stummer and Christopher
Balme, Amsterdam, Atlanta: Rodopi, 1996, 9–18; Homi K. Bhabha, The Location of
Culture, London, New York: Routledge, 1994; for the Asian American context, see,
for example, Lisa Lowe, “Heterogeneity, Hybridity, Multiplicity: Marking Asian
American Differences” Diaspora: A Journal of Transnational Studies 1.1 (Summer
1991): 24–44.
19 According to Judy Chu the very first courses that were taught at the universities in
California were predominantly concerned with a redefinition of Asian American
women’s roles, with the intersections of race, class, sex in oppressive attitudes
towards women, and, most importantly, encouraged the students to activism within
the Asian American community as part of their university projects, Judy Chu, “Asian
American Women’s Studies Courses: A Look Back at Our Beginnings,” Frontiers: A
Journal of Women Studies, 8.3 (1986): 96–101.
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appeal to market this literature as Asian American after Kingston’s influential
memoir. The Ghosts Within builds on such recognitions – highlighting the
influence of Kingston’s ghost figures as reference points for both Asian
American fiction writers and its critics. Yet, while this intertextuality of Asian
American literature needs to be emphasized, I argue that one should read Asian
American literature more consistently as simultaneously also an intertext with
both the Western/mainstream American, the Asian traditions, and most signifycantly the American ethnic traditions as I do, for example, in chapter 2 that
alludes to the connections between Lois Ann Yamanaka’s Behold the Many and
Toni Morrison’s Beloved and foregrounds the specific mixture that emerges in
the ghost figures of Christianized Asians.
The growing awareness of the field’s own diversity induced – especially in
its relationship with the growing field of Diaspora Studies – a wish to establish a
strong connection to other Ethnic Studies in order to support its ongoing
legitimization. While the origins of African American Studies and Asian
American Studies are already tightly intertwined, the overlapping aspects – at
least in terms of the predominant readings of ghost figures – are now again being
pronounced once each field has successfully claimed a voice of its own.
Bonnie Winsbro’s Supernatural Forces: Belief, Difference, and Power in
Contemporary Works by Ethnic Women (1993) marks this shift towards cultural
interconnections that appears in the 1990s in readings of ghost figures. Her aim
is to show that a particular use of supernatural figures is a “cross-cultural” trend
(Winsbro 10). Arguing that ethnic writers are confronted with a “multiplicity of
realities,” often mutually exclusive ones, Winsbro sees the supernatural as one
area that engages with and stages this conflict. Looking at female authors such as
Louise Erdrich, Toni Morrison, and Maxine Hong Kingston, Winsbro claims that
they have to find their own conceptions of ‘reality’ in relation to such concepts
as the supernatural in order to arrive at individuation and self-definition (5–6).
Even though I find Winsbro’s general complication of a universal ‘reality’ in
terms of different ethnic backgrounds convincing, she ultimately reads the
supernatural as positive and enriching forces pushing towards a self-definition –
especially for women – and, thus, evens out the striking differences between
these ethnic groups and their respective ghostly figures. Instead of centering on
the internal contradictions and bumps to which these figures point, Winsbro
attempts to arrive at a smooth reading of these figures as basically references to
non-Western conceptions of ‘reality.’ While her reading of ghost figures remains
in line with earlier feminist conceptualizations, her study moves into new
territory in attempting a ‘cross-cultural’ reading of ghosts as linked to ethnicity.
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This emphasis on a cultural approach of ghost figures also drives Kathleen
Brogan’s seminal Cultural Haunting: Ghosts and Ethnicity in Recent American
Literature (1998). She establishes the genre of ‘stories of cultural haunting’ as a
pan-ethnic tradition. Her engagement with these figures highlights their function
as “agents of both cultural memory and cultural renewal” (Brogan 12) in the
narrative process of ethnic redefinition. Because of its central status as a reading
of ghosts that reflects their cultural function, a more detailed discussion of
Brogan’s findings appears in chapter 1, where I place her approach of these
figures within the larger theoretical frameworks that have shaped our receptions
of ghost figures. Such emphasis on ethnic memory and tradition in the reading of
ghost figures appears as a reaction to the ongoing redefinitions of the larger field
of Asian American Studies in its relation to border fields such as Diaspora
Studies. Asian American academic discourse increasingly engages with the rearticulation of Asian America as part of transnational and diasporic influences,
constraints, and liberations.20 This move to a diasporic approach constitutes the
replacement of the earlier minority or immigration discourse in the field
(Clifford 255); and the pan-ethnic approaches to the ghost figures reflect this
move.
These influences of Diaspora Studies mark the growing diversification
conceptually during the second phase and show an important re-shaping of the
field that prefigures its current engagement with the concept of transnationalism.
The classical reference point for a definition of the term ‘diaspora’ is William
Safran’s “Diasporas in Modern Societies: Myths of Homeland and Return”
(1991). He defines diasporas as communities with a history of dispersal, with
mythical memories of an original homeland, with the feeling of not being
accepted by the host country, with the idea of a final return to the original
homeland, an ongoing engagement with the rebuilding of the original homeland,
and whose group identity is centrally shaped by an ongoing relationship with this
homeland (Safran 83–84). While Safran’s definition proves a good starting
point, it has also been criticized.21 James Clifford argues in his influential
chapter “Diaspora” that these features need to be expanded by others. He takes
issue especially with the centrality of a return to the original homeland as well as
the demand for a specific origin. In his view, diasporic communities are also

20 Another influential text in this line of thought that rethinks citizenship in an everincreasing transnational set up of migratory life is Aihwa Ong, Flexible Citizenship:
The Cultural Logics of Transnationality, Durham: Duke University Press, 1999.
21 For a thorough typology of diasporas, see, Robin Cohen, Global Diasporas: An
Introduction, Abingdon, Oxon: Routledge , 1997.
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significantly formed by “[d]ecentered, lateral connections” and “a shared,
ongoing history of displacement, suffering, adaptation, or resistance” (Clifford
250). Diasporas, to him, are both about roots and routes: they articulate the
tensions of accommodation and resistance, and in this engagement, they signify
transnationality and movement, but at the same time a struggle on the local level
in which the community tries to situate itself (252). In this way, Clifford
demands that the concept needs to be historicized and historically situated in
order to be applied fruitfully. 22
Diasporic approaches challenge the notion of a single national identity that
overrides all other identifications. Instead, as David Leiwei Li argues, they
emphasize shared histories of multiple transformations and origins (Li 196).23
And yet, even though these definitions break with simplified relations to nationstates, they are still very much shaped by group identities that are often
constituted nationally or ethnically. Ruth Mayer’s study Diaspora: Eine kritische
Begriffsbestimmung (2005) emphasizes the narrative aspect of this identity
formation while she challenges oversimplified definitions of the concept.
Linking her argument to Assmann’s concept of cultural memory and Benedict
Anderson’s imagined communities, Mayer argues that diasporic groups are
constituted by a (mythical) narrative of origin or a communal future (Mayer,
Diaspora 13). Thus, she questions the synonymous use of the terms ‘diaspora’
and ‘transnationalism.’ While diasporas certainly are cosmopolitan and flexible
forms of (post)modern living, they do not inherently challenge the idea of
nation-states (14). Rather, diasporic communities also produce what Benedict

22 One of the principle sources that Clifford cites is Paul Gilroy’s Black Atlantic:
Modernity and Double Consciousness, London: Verso, 1993. This seminal study is a
strategic move out of the race paradigm and the constraints given in thinking solely in
terms of nation-states. Gilroy perceives of this ‘black atlantic’ as a countertradition to
modernity. This move allows the creation of a new framework, in which narratives of
crossing, exploration, and forced and voluntary travel precede, in order to highlight
formerly hidden cultural productions. For a critical reading of Gilroy’s ‘black
atlantic,’ see Ruth Mayer, Diaspora: Eine kritische Begriffsbestimmung, Bielefeld:
Transcript, 2005. Mayer sees the influence of this concept related to the general
questioning of concepts such as authenticity, tradition, and nationality at the time.
These categories were more and more seen as highly constructed and imagined
(compare, especially pages 80–87).
23 For another example of this reading of diaspora at the time see, for example, Rey
Chow’s Writing Diaspora: Tactics of Intervention in Contemporary Cultural Studies,
Bloomington: Indiana University Press, 1993.
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Anderson calls ‘long-distance nationalism.’ In his article with the same title,
Anderson shows how these figures enter into politics in their original homelands
from the save distance of the given host-country. This example highlights the
close connections that still exist between nation-states and diasporic
communities. Although the limits of a diasporic approach are clear – how far is
the term stretchable, how far does it tend towards romanticization –, I still see
this as a productive concept for critically reflecting upon the situation of Asian
Americans.24 As long as one follows Clifford’s and Mayer’s warnings to
historize its use and to stick to the tensions that the term highlights, this category
remains as a convincing complement to the current use of the term transnationalism.
Although The Ghosts Within does not prominently work with the concept of
diaspora for the specific close readings in its chapters, an awareness of the
development from Immigrant Studies via Diaspora Studies to Transnational
Studies and the consequences for the field of Asian American Studies is highly
relevant. The engagement with diaspora emphasizes the necessity to include and
discuss the historical situatedness of Asian America and its literary productions.
This awareness also shapes the re-definitions that appear with reference to the
label ‘Asian America’ at the time. The anthology Charlie Chan is Dead is a
case in point for the broadening of the concept in the second phase. It includes
Asian American authors with ethnic backgrounds as diverse as India, East Asia,
Southeast Asia, and Malaysia.25

24 The 1990s also produce a number of Asian American scholarly texts that critically
evaluate the diasporic readings. Rachel C. Lee, for example, laments that gender is
almost completely being dropped in this new focus on diaspora in her influential The
Americas of Asian American Literature: Gendered Fictions of Nation and
Transnation (1999). In her opinion, the feminist emphasis on aspects of gender
vanished largely because it was initially linked to a protest against the cultural
nationalist projects of the initiatory phase of the field. With the loss of credibility of
these cultural nationalist claims, the ground for the gendered focus also seemed to
disappear. Lee’s project fills this gap by asserting a relationship between the gendered
cultural representations of Asian America and the (neo)colonial politics of nationstates that are increasingly perceived as global and borderless (Lee, The Americas of
Asian American 10–11).
25 Next to anthologies like this one, that significantly broaden the definition of Asian
America, many new ethnic-specific anthologies emerge that focus on formerly
neglected groups. See, for example, Barbara Tran, Monique T.D. Truong, and Luu
Truong Khoi, eds., Watermark: Vietnamese American Poetry and Prose, New York:
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And with this, Asian American Studies enters a crisis of representation.
While its self-definition broadens significantly, the category of Asian American
becomes increasingly contested. Lisa Lowe’s article “Heterogeneity, Hybridity,
Multiplicity: Asian American Differences” (originally published in 1991)
reflects this shift. Drawing on Stuart Hall and Antonio Gramsci, Lowe argues
that Asian American Studies has reached a point where it should move beyond
the nationalist/feminist divide or the formalized generational discussions and
instead focus on “‘Asian American cultural practices’ that produce identity”
(Lowe, Immigrant Acts 64). This also includes recognition of the historical and
material differences that constitute any social formation. Even though Lowe
acknowledges the political advantages of articulating a unified Asian American
identity, she also problematizes the fixation of Asian American identity within
this logic and the intricate interrelatedness to the dominant discourse to which it
remains bound. Instead, recognizing the constructedness of the category and
acknowledging the hybridity and heterogeneity within, allows one to conceive of
it as a social positioning, to use one of Hall’s terms. This highly influential
article demands to rethink processes that are, on the one hand, “being
appropriated and commodified by commercial culture and, on the other, […]
being rearticulated for the creation of oppositional ‘resistance cultures’” (82).
Lowe’s argument is linked to the concept of multiculturalism that shaped
discourses in the 1990s and the critical re-evaluation of difference in culture at
large.26 Her rethinking of the field’s central terms has influenced the field at
large and The Ghosts Within in particular. It is studies like Lowe’s or Mayer’s

Asian American Writers’ Workshop, 1998; or Mai Neng Moua, ed., Bamboo Among
the Oaks: Contemporary Writing by Hmong Americans, St. Paul, MN: Borealis
Books, 2002.
26 A related shift in the field, which is connected to both the self-conscious redefinition
of what the category Asian American actually includes and to its self-positioning with
regards to Diaspora Studies, for example, is an emphasis on border regions. Arif
Dirlik, for example, calls for a reconsideration of the term Asian American,
challenging the notion of national categorization that underpins it. Instead, he opts for
“Asia-Pacific,” in order to highlight that a regional, not a national, focus should be
central to this field of study. Dirlik argues that this region is highly constructed to
embody the historically produced and contradictory economic, social, political,
militia, and cultural relationships within this sphere (Dirlik 3–4). For a critical reading
of this concept, see, for example, David Leiwei Li, Imaging the Nation: Asian
American Literature and Cultural Consent, Stanford, California: Stanford University
Press, 1997, especially pages 196–203.
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that have inspired my critical rethinking of the ghost figure as a central concept
of Asian American literature: as both a reference to the cultural and historical
specificity as well as their general questioning of any attempted neat
conceptualization.
The pan-ethnic cultural readings of ghost figures that shape this period can
be seen as reactions to the call for historical situatedness and the larger interethnic connections in diasporic redefintions. A broadening of the conceptualization of Asian America results in both a stretching of these figures as crosscultural, ethnic ones and simultaneously a narrowing down and emphasis of the
concrete historical reference of these figures. This dual tendency also shapes the
third phase of Asian American Studies, which foregrounds cultural
psychoanalytical approaches to the ghosts: from ghosts as haunting an American
identity and history to those that begin to see a self-critical function of these
figures for Asian America.

GLOBAL/TRANSNATIONAL ASIAN AMERICA: GHOSTS
AS SELF-REFLEXIVE FIGURES
Beginning in the 1990s and stretching into the third phase of Asian American
Studies, there is a body of literature that recognizes America as haunted. Toni
Morrison’s Playing in the Dark (1992) is an early – and probably the most
famous – example of this reading. It constructs the American literary scene as
haunted by an African American presence. A similar argument is put forward by
Renée Bergland in The National Uncanny: Indian Ghosts and American Subjects
(2000), which focuses on the ghostly presence of Native Americans as
constituting the American national self-image. Working with both a psychoanalytical and a poststructuralist approach, Bergland argues that Americans,
especially in their literary imaginations, have constructed Native Americans as
ghostly figures as a technique of removal. In Bergland’s words, “Native
American ghosts function as representations of national guilt and as triumphant
agents of Americanization” (Bergland, The National Uncanny 4). Following
from a process of “repression of subjection,” the American imagination is
structured around these figures: Americans build their own national conception
on the repression of the ongoing oppression of Native Americans. By pushing
them from the territorial landscape into the imaginary landscape, however,
Americans have turned them into powerful ghostly figures that return to haunt
this national conception of America. Bergland concludes that these ghosts haunt
American literature “because the American nation is compelled to return again
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and again to an encounter that makes it both sorry and happy, a defiled grave
upon which it must continually rebuild the American subject” (22). 27 Crystal
Parikh follows a similar logic in her article “Blue Hawaii: Asian Hawaiian
Cultural Production and Racial Melancholia” (2002), in which she argues that
America’s democratic self-image is haunted by Hawaii’s troubled history. She
argues that novels such as Lois-Ann Yamanaka’s Blu’s Hanging (1997) counter
the “exotic/erotic fantasy of Hawaii as Edenic space of escape by figuring the
history of traumatic loss that such a fantasy disguises” (Parikh 201) and, as such,
appear as haunting images that trouble the American self-conception. Although
these readings begin to address the uncomfortable aspects to which ghost figures
and haunting point, they ultimately follow a conception of ethnic ghosts as
figures of resistance in reading them as challenges to American hegemonic
constructions.
Contemporary Asian American criticism begins to move beyond such
resistance narratives and instead highlights the internal haunting of Asian
American communities. In Haunting the Korean Diaspora: Shame, Secrecy, and
the Forgotten War (2008) Grace M. Cho sees the Korean diaspora as not only
haunted but constituted by transgenerational haunting. Drawing on Ramsay
Liem’s oral history project28 and Abraham and Torok’s psychoanalytical
approach to transgenerational haunting, Cho looks at the troubling legacy of
encounters between American soldiers and Korean women in Korea for the
Korean diaspora. In her words, the figure of the yanggongju “emerges as the
ghostly figure of all that has been erased” (Cho 4). Yanggongju is the term for
Korean women, who sleep with US soldiers, and it refers back to the Korean
comfort women for the Japanese and forward to the military brides that migrated
to the US. In order to represent US involvement in Korea as benevolent, the war
brides were used as figures mirroring this possibility for Korean women to enter
the US as role models of interracial happy relations. Yet, their integration into

27 Ulla Haselstein’s article on Native American literary haunting and highlighting the
double processes of deconstructive and reconstructive tendencies of spectrality has
also inspired my own readings of ghostly figures (Haselstein 179–198).
28 Ramsay Liem interviews Korean Americans in order to study the influences of
intergenerational transmissions of social trauma and argues that silence is often the
carrier of such unspeakable pasts. Thus, the “Korean War has been a skeleton in the
closet associated with unspeakable pain” (126) which has been transmitted to the
younger generations of Korean Americans who have not actually experienced the war.
See, Ramsay Liem, “History, Trauma, and Identity: The Legacy of the Korean War
for Korean Americans,” Amerasia Journal 29.3 (2003–2004): 111–129.
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the US required a burial of any story that would run counter this myth. As
participants of their own erasures, these families became entangled in personal
transgenerational hauntings (12–15). With this, Cho re-frames psychoanalytical
conceptions of ghosts such as Bergland’s to question Asian American selfconceptions. Cho’s insightful study exemplifies the potential of reading ghost
figures as not only pointing to larger structures of inequality but also to the
complex interconnections and internal haunting of an Asian American community itself.
Belinda Kong also emphasizes such internal haunting in her article “The
Asian American Hyphen Goes Gothic: Ghosts and Doubles in Maxine Hong
Kingston and lê thi diem thúy” (2008). Comparing the function of ghosts in
Kingston’s The Woman Warrior (1977) with that in lê’s The Gangster We Are
All Looking For (2003), Kong arrives at the conclusion “that contemporary
Asian-American literature demonstrates an intensified appropriation of the
Gothic as it continually expands the representational boundaries of AsianAmerican identity” (Kong 124). According to Kong, whereas Kingston’s ghosts
basically follow “cultural singularity” and polarize Asia against America, “lê
brings the ghostly into the Asian-American hyphen itself, the very realm that her
predecessor had tried to exorcise” (132). And with that, the more recent novel
“gives us a narrative of Asian-America’s internal alterity” (133). Although I find
Kong’s reading of Kingston’s ghost figures too limited, 29 her general observation
of the growing awareness of a haunted Asian America supports not only the
claim that the current phase of Asian American Studies has become selfreflexive but also the tendency to read its ghost figures as self-critical references.
These critical insights have significantly influenced my reading of ghost
figures. Instead of following a simple resistance paradigm, they offer possible
references to uncomfortable interlinkages between larger hegemonic power
systems and the marginalized groups themselves. Chapter 2 argues that the
ghosts that populate Lois-Ann Yamanaka’s Behold the Many (2006) expose the
paradoxical interconnections that shape the Hawaiian society: they embody the
dis-ease that underlines the image of Hawaii as an interethnic paradise and
reveal instead the interethnic tensions that shape Hawaii and its Asian American
community. Instead of a clear-cut resistance narrative, Yamanaka’s postcolonial

29 For a critical reading of Kong’s claim that The Woman Warrior uses ghosts only as
references to one single cultural background and never both at once, see my article
“Do Ghosts Grow Up? Ghostliness in Maxine Hong Kingston’s The Woman Warrior
and China Men,” The Legacy of Maxine Hong Kingston: The Mulhouse Book, Eds.
Sämi Ludwig and Nicoleta Alexoae-Zagni, Wien, Berlin: LIT, 2014.
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melodrama at the same time addresses and disguises these conflicts. Without
offering solutions to the problems it raises, the novel uses the ghost figures’
affective potential to throw its readers into a roller coaster of emotions, forcing
them to re-think or rather re-feel categorizations via emotions and intuition. This
reading, then, follows the critical insights of Kong and Cho in that the ghosts
challenge the label Asian America from within.
Such critical rethinking of categorizations in terms of Asian American or
colonizer/colonized shapes all chapters of The Ghosts Within. Chapter 3 engages
in a reading of Heinz Insu Fenkl’s Memories of My Ghost Brother (1996) that
highlights the paradoxical subject position that emerges from the neocolonial
camptown world in which terms such as victim and persecutor become
increasingly entangled. The Ghosts Within reads his novel, thus, as an
engagement with the origins of what Grace M. Cho calls the transgenerational
haunted Korean diaspora as the novel follows the narrator’s complicated family
life that is build around the haunting presence of the ‘ghost brother.’ And even
though chapter 4 implies a move away from the close entanglements of
ethnicity/identity/ghosts in its focus on global novels, my reading of Amitav
Ghosh’s The Calcutta Chromosome (1995) also highlights the uneasy subject
positions that his science fiction novel envisions for its postcolonial posthuman
agents, addresses the problems and privileges of conceptions of ethnic tour
guides for a global readership with reference to Ed Lin’s Ghost Month (2014)
and Amy Tan’s ghost narrator in Saving Fish From Drowning (2006).
These conceptualizations of ghost figures as self-reflexive and self-critical
aspects reflect the ongoing re-negotiation of Asian American Studies as a field.
The current, third phase of Asian American Studies is dominated by the question
how to engage with the varied experiences, the ever-expanding reach of the term
Asian America, and the growing available methodologies in the field. The award
controversy around Lois-Ann Yamanaka’s novel Blu’s Hanging marks the shift
into such self-reflexivity.30 The novel is about the death of a mother of three
children and how these cope with their loss and the emotional withdrawal of
their grief-stricken father. One of the minor characters is Uncle Paulo, a Filipino
American, who is a rapist. The controversy centered on this character. After the
Association for Asian American Studies committee chose to give the fiction

30 Of course, other aspects such as gender remain visible categories, but I want to show
here the new focus on a critical self-evaluation within the field. An example for the
ongoing significance of this category is: Patricia P. Chu, Assimilating Asians:
Gendered Strategies of Authorship in Asian America, Durham and London: Duke
University Press, 2000.
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award of 1997 to Blu’s Hanging, it sparked a controversy that resulted in the
rescinding of the award. Critics charged Yamanaka with a racist depiction of
Filipino Americans, arguing that this stereotypical representation was causing
harmful social reactions. Supporters of Yamanaka claimed the right of freedom
of artistic expression. Thus, the controversy moved way beyond this single
depiction of one Filipino American rapist in one fictional text. It became a fight
over the function of literature and the role of the author in general and even more
so in the special case of an ethnic author. Do these authors have social responsebilities towards their ethnic groups or other Asian American groups? Is it correct
to assume automatically that the voice of the narrator is equal to the voice of the
author? Or, are (ethnic) authors free to write whatever they feel like?
This controversy echoes some of the fundamental questions that already
concerned the first big controversy within the field, namely, the Kingston-Chin
debate of the 1970s. They reflect the renewed tensions between theory and
practice twenty years later. The reception of this controversy in academic texts
shows two tendencies in which Asian American Studies has moved. According
to Mark Chiang in The Cultural Capital of Asian American Studies: Autonomy
and Representation in the University (2009) these two positions are exemplified
by Viet Nguyen’s Race and Resistance: Literature and Politics in Asian America
(2002) and Kandice Chuh’s Imagine Otherwise: On Asian Americanist Critique
(2003). Both texts cite the controversy but draw different conclusions. Chiang
reads Nguyen as a call for greater accountability and Chuh as breaking with
representation as such (Chiang 1–5).31 While Chiang’s reading is simplified, I
agree with the general perception that these texts propose different solutions to
address the current crisis.
Both scholars read the controversy of Yamanaka’s fiction award as a result
of the changing set-up and relationship of Asian Americans and especially the
consequences of these for the academic discourse within the field. Nguyen
ascribes the controversy to the threat of internal ideological diversity and the
resulting inability of Asian America to represent itself as unified (Nguyen 8).
Although Asian American authors have always employed flexible strategies in
their negotiations, the ideological discourse of scholars has been highly rigid.
Building on Jinqui Ling’s argument in Narrating Nationalisms (1998), Nguyen
expands Ling’s critique of the rigidity of a poststructuralist criticism (Ling,
Narrating Nationalisms 4), arguing that scholars tend to see literature as either

31 Chiang explains this gap as a result of the institutionalization of Asian American
Studies, which was paradoxical because it created the field as a part of the university
while the field considered itself as outside of it (Chiang 1–5).
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resisting or accommodating the dominant American context, favoring the first of
the two strategies (Nguyen 4–5). He argues that the intersection of racialized
capitalism and a pluralist democracy in America have opened the possibility to
value ‘race’ as a commodity and that Asian American academic discourse
neglects this option, instead focusing on resistance as a critique of racist capitalism (10). Yet, exactly this unifying theme of resistance to the American
nation-state becomes highly problematic in today’s globalized world (20–22).
For Nguyen, Yamanaka’s fiction is a case-in-point for the fracturing of the Asian
American community and the development of Asian American subjects that do
not fit the favored resistance paradigm (157–66).
Kandice Chuh, on the other hand, argues that today’s criticism is not going
far enough in terms of poststructuralist approaches (Chuh 5). Like Nguyen, Chuh
also views the Yamanaka controversy as a result of the rearticulation of the field
(3). Asian American Studies needs to re-situate itself as a formation of
multiculturalism in the current development of other, inter-related fields such as
transnational studies or postcolonial studies (6). Chuh criticizes the current
liberal multicultural basis of reading racialized minority literature as simple
mimetic representations (142). She, thus, calls for a reconceptualization of
culture as neither given by nature nor through refinement, but as “a site in which
the affiliation of meaning to individuals, ideologies, and social structures occurs
in negotiation with the material conditions of existence shaped by politics and
economics” (19). While the broadening of the term has included more diverse
Asian American subgroups, Chuh criticizes the general approach as it always
already implies a normative subject (21). In order to move beyond this, she
proposes a deconstructive attitude that results in an anti-essentialist ‘subjectless
discourse’ (9). Foregrounding the discursive constructedness of subjectivity,
such an approach would allow critics to address the diversity and difference
within the field. Thus, she proposes to read the term ‘Asian American’ as “a
representational sign” that is “arbitrary but inscribed; it comes to have meaning
through and within and as an effect of specific structures of social/power
relations that are themselves ideologically valenced constructs” (27). As such,
the term becomes a “metaphor for resistance and racism” (27). According to
Chuh, this general approach allows Asian Americanist critique to engage in a
twofold criticism: that of US nationalism and that of Asian Americanist
paradigms supporting US nationalism (113).
What I find particularly productive about both Nguyen’s and Chuh’s approaches, is their focus on discursive practices. Yet, criticizing Chuh with Nguyen
shows that she is stuck in the resistance paradigm. The strength of Nguyen’s
argument is the resulting openness of a critic’s approach to literature: it allows
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the reading of literature as much more diverse than the simple division into
accommodation and resistance against a dominant American hegemony. It
produces ‘fresh’ readings in which the result of the reading is not pre-given. And
it acknowledges that literature is often ahead of its literary criticism. 32 Although
Chuh’s ‘subjectless discourse’ immediately calls to mind the figure of the ghost,
I rather agree with Nguyen. Instead of simply searching for a resistance narrative
that drives the ghost figures, The Ghosts Within is indebted to such open readings that are not grounded in pre-given moral or political considerations.33
However, I also do not think that the two approaches are that far removed from
one another as they both highlight the various connections and interpenetrations
of cultural production and social and economic structures. Such an approach also
shapes my readings of the ghostly figures in contemporary Asian American
literature.
One way to avoid a morally preconceived reading is a focus on form and
genre. An emphasis of the alignment with and rewriting of existing genre
structures can offer ‘fresh’ readings that diverge from a resistance/assimilation
paradigm in favor of analyses of rules and traditions, conventions and revisions.
Offering similar arguments, some publications in recent years have called for a
renewed emphasis of formal features in Asian American Studies. Zhou Xiaojing

32 Heiner Bus also claims that Asian American literature is often ahead of its
surrounding discourse, Heiner Bus, “Asiatisch-amerikanische Literatur,” Hubert Zapf,
ed., Amerikanische Literaturgeschichte, Stuttgart, Weimar: Verlag JB Metzler, 2004,
473–485. Ruth Mayer made a similar point for postcolonial literatures and the
surrounding discourses in her talk at the conference “American Studies Today: Recent
Developments and New Perspectives,” at the JFKI, November 3rd, 2011.
33 My reading here is influenced by Winfried Fluck’s critical readings of what he calls
‘cultural radicalism.’ He argues that the revisionist projects of the New American
Studies shifted the possible location of resistance to culture, following the logic that
all other realms were interpellating apparatuses of an all-encompassing domination
through the hegemonic system. With this shift, the margins of American society
became possible locations of resistance. Fluck also perceives of the transnational turn
in American Studies as a similar move to the margins in order to find new areas of
possible resistance. Instead of this movement to the margins, Fluck calls for a
movement into America and a new way of asking questions about this culture (see,
for example, Winfried Fluck, “Theories of American Culture (and the Transnational
Turn in American Studies),” Laura Bieger, Johannes Voelz, eds., Romance with
America?: Essays on Culture, Literature, and American Studies, Heidelberg:
Universitätsverlag Winter, 2009, 69–86).
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believes that the field needs to overcome the binary structures that have shaped
its beginnings. Drawing on Jinqui Ling, David Leiwei Li, Viet Nguyen, and
David Palumbo-Liu, she argues in Form and Transformation (2005) that Asian
American literary productions need to be seen in a “mutually constitutive,
reciprocally transformative relationship” with mainstream America (Xiaojing
13). Xiaojing states that
“[t]his critical perspective breaks away from the expressive and binary models of
constructing a literary tradition in terms of a discrete cultural origin or a singular,
oppositional subject position. It is crucial for Asian American studies to investigate the
various historical, cultural, and discursive elements that determine individual writers’
poetics and enable certain modes of signification.” (17)

These critics emphasize the necessity and enriching perspective of a focus on
form as it reflects neglected interconnections. Sue-Im Lee proposes the category
of the aesthetic for such a recognition of formal elements in her introduction to
the volume Literary Gestures (2006). She argues that Asian American Studies
should recognize the constructedness, not only of categories and institutions, but
also of literary works as “constituted by and through deliberate choices in form,
genres, traditions, and conventions” (Lee, “Introduction” 2). Florian Sedlmeier,
for example, reads contemporary ethnic literature as ‘postethnic’ in the sense
that these texts self-reflectively position themselves “from within and against the
marked and marketed versions” of their respective ethnic traditions (Sedlmeier
215). Sedlmeier emphasizes the formal strategies that these texts employ – in
their paratexts’ playful engagement and rewriting of traditions – for such a
repositioning within and against an expected representative status (216).
Betsy Huang focuses on the specific appeal of genre as a critical lens for
reading Asian American literature in Contesting Genres in Contemporary Asian
America (2010). According to her, the narrow scope of Asian American literary
scholarship – with its primary emphasis on autobiographical and immigrant
stories – needs to be expanded in order to disrupt such ‘generic’ narratives about
Asian America (Huang 3). Huang focuses on three types of genre fiction:
immigrant fiction, crime fiction, and science fiction. Drawing on Wai Chee
Dimock’s term of ‘regenreing’ and her conception of genre fiction as a
‘reproductive process,’ Huang argues that it is precisely
“[w]orking within the established boundaries of popular fiction genres and the known
quantities of audience tastes and expectations, [that] Asian American writers […] can
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confirm, contest, and, most importantly, rewrite the genericized narratives about Asian
American history, culture, and identity.” (7)

These formal positions have significantly influenced the approach that
shapes The Ghosts Within. Each chapter highlights the significant interlinkages
of its novels’ respective genre traditions: Lois-Ann Yamanaka’s Behold the
Many (2006) is positioned both as an intertext with Gothic/melodramatic modes
and Heinz Insu Fenkl’s autobiographical Memories of My Ghost Brother (1996)
is understood in its reference to and reworking of ethnic and postcolonial life
writings. My project, thus, hopes to fruitfully engage in a discussion not only of
the ‘what’ of these novels but also of the ‘how:’ how does the novel present,
rewrite, and continue existing genre traditions. The last chapter of The Ghosts
Within is most directly influenced by Betsy Huang’s insightful study as it reads
Amitav Ghosh’s The Calcutta Chromosome (1995), Amy Tan’s Saving Fish
From Drowning (2006), and Ed Lin’s Ghost Month (2014) as global novels that
engage in genre writing in the forms of science fiction, social comedy, and crime
fiction.
The Ghosts Within argues that such a focus on form also helps to read the
ghost figures themselves: instead of simple ethnic ornamentation, these figures
appear as both intertextual citations and as part of cultural/religious traditions. In
their various, even paradoxical references, these figures defy a quick
categorization that tries to force them into a narrow political or moral
framework. Foregrounding genre in its specific use of these figures helps to
understand their multiple locations. Just like the ghosts themselves, genre
provides preconceived structures and particular traditions, but allows a reworking from within.
Andrew Hock Soon Ng’s edited volume Asian Gothic: Essays on Literature,
Film and Anime (2008) marks an attempt to develop a specific Gothic tradition
in relation to Asia. Asian Gothic addresses various topics, ranging from
exemplary readings of the flexibility of postcolonial Gothic texts to Asian
American authors and their use of a Gothic theoretical framework to a Gothic
tradition in the national literatures of Asia. Significantly, Asian Gothic also
focuses largely on Chinese American authors in the section that is entitled
‘Asian American Gothic Literature.’ The scope of this volume is extensive, and
in the wide range of references, contemporary Asian American authors are
subsumed rather than singled out. An earlier study of Ng’s, Interrogating
Interstices (2007), focuses exclusively on the aesthetics of the Gothic in
Postcolonial Asian and Asian American literature. Here, Ng argues that the
diasporic Asian literature shares many similarities with the Gothic: a questioning
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of binary oppositions, a troubling of selective history-telling, an aesthetic of loss
and transgression. Throughout, he stresses the ambiguity, flexibility, and
contradictory aspects of Gothic aesthetics. Ng argues that the transgressive
aspect of the Gothic is “not in the sense of ‘challenging,’ or ‘resisting’ the
establishment, but that of stretching the boundaries of the establishment to its
limits, and there, fissuring it with its own limitations” (Ng, Interrogating
Interstices 19). Ng establishes Gothic literature as self-reflexive (21). The
flexibility that Ng ascribes to a Gothic aesthetic in an Asian American context
also inspires The Ghosts Within in its reading of Lois-Ann Yamanaka’s Behold
the Many as a new kind of postcolonial, affective melodrama.
According to Ng, in Gothic “socially proscribed images are given profound
visibility; they are transcribed into embodiments which would otherwise remain
imaginary and unconscious” (24). Although I agree with the first part of this
quote, I object to Ng’s use of the ‘imaginary.’ In my view, these socially
proscribed images emerge exactly through the imaginary realm of literature, in
Wolfgang Iser’s sense of the term.34 In the imaginary, these issues can not only
be expressed but furthermore negotiated. Later on, Ng himself calls for equal
“attention to the material experiences of subjects and the discursive rendering of
these experiences” (37). Thus, Ng’s approach to Gothic elements is similar to
mine, especially in his conception of the transgressive elements of ghostly
figures. So, Ng’s findings are highly important to me, yet The Ghosts Within
zooms in where his study takes a panoramic view. Focusing on the figure of the
ghost in Asian American literature in their various references to genre traditions
rather than pursuing a broad diagnosis of emerging Gothicism like Ng, I come to
markedly different conclusions with respect to the social and cultural
implications of these phenomena.
Ng notes in the introduction to the volume Asian Gothic (2008) that the ghost
is a particular motif in Asian American literature. He suggests that the ghost
story “at least for Asian American writers, does more than merely function as
critique of patriarchy and exploration of female entrapment within domestic
ideologies” (Ng, “Introduction” 8). Instead, for Asian American writers,
“ghosts are not just figurative devices, but literalizes [sic] as helpmeets and guardians
which assist the liminal subject in her transition across the difficult hyphen. Haunting is

34 For a more detailed discussion of Wolfgang Iser and Winfried Fluck’s approaches to
literature and the imaginary as it relates to ghost presences in contemporary Asian
American literature see the first chapter of The Ghosts Within.
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not something to be dreaded but, placed in an Asian perspective, represents filial piety,
familial attachment, continuity and reparation.” (8)

Although I agree with Ng’s observation that the abundance of ghosts in Asian
American literature serves more functions than a simple critique of patriarchy, I
question his conclusion that they should be only read as guardian figures
grounding an otherwise lost subject in a filial tradition. This reading is certainly
correct up to a point and it pinpoints the specific Asian ghost traditions. It also
emphasizes the importance of recognizing culturally specific functions of these
figures: the positive associations of ghosts in Asian traditions are certainly a
helpful corrective of Gothic horror stories that a Western perspective might
expect. Yet, I suggest that the ghost figures trouble any attempts at such a closed
reading in terms of cultural references. Rather, they point to the inherent troubles
and contradictions of such a positioning of Asian Americans.
However, Ng’s studies reflect the importance of recognizing Asian traditions
as a background to Asian American literature. Asian conceptions of ghosts as
ancestors deviate from metaphorical Western conceptions. Although The Ghosts
Within does not attempt an anthropological study of ghost figures in Asian or
Western traditions, but rather focuses on the specific functions of ghost figures
in certain literary representations, the question of the ghosts’ status in Asian
traditions remains central to an understanding of the ghosts varied references.35
Where Ng’s reading of the ghost figures pronounces the specific Asian cultural
background, which also informs my readings in general and of Yamanaka’s
Behold the Many as a postcolonial melodrama in chapter 2 and Fenkl’s
Memories of My Ghost Brother in its reference to Korean folklore in chapter 3 in
particular, chapter 4 complements this view by highlighting the paradoxical
function of the ghost figures in Amitav Ghosh’s The Calcutta Chromosome,
Amy Tan’s Saving Fish From Drowning, and Ed Lin’s Ghost Month. It argues
that these figures renegotiate the traditional context of family, ethnicity, and

35 One specific difference that a focus on Asian traditions foregrounds is the reality
status of the ghost figures in Asian American literature. Western conceptions tend to
read these as merely metaphorical, whereas Asian approaches allow for a material
reality of such figures. The question of the reality status is addressed in the first
chapter of The Ghosts Within in theoretical terms, and it addresses the playful
engagement with these differing views in chapter 3 that reads Heinz Insu Fenkl’s child
narrator as a way to avoid a clear answer of this question and in chapter 4 in Ed Lin’s
Ghost Month, in which the narrator’s Western perspective is continuously challenged
by his friends.
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tradition in the self-positioning of Asian Americans and merge with other global
discourses instead; such a reading conceives of these texts as related to the
border field of Transnational Studies.
Thinking back to Kandice Chuh’s and Viet Nguyen’s observations of current
Asian American Studies, they both refer to the global status of Asian American
literature and the necessity to position itself in relation to fields such as
Transnational Studies. One of the changes in the field has been the so-called
‘transnational turn’ in American Studies in general. In her highly influential
presidential address in 2004, “Crossroads of Cultures: The Transnational Turn in
American Studies – Presidential Address to the American Studies Association,”
Shelley Fisher Fishkin argues that America has always been a transnational
‘crossroads,’ and that it should focus more on the “historical roots of
multidirectional flows of people, ideas, and goods and the social, political,
linguistic, cultural, and economic crossroads generated in the process” (Fishkin
22) instead of its national configuration.36 After its first century, current
engagements with the concept highlight both the potential and the pitfalls
thereof. The openness of the approach provides space for new and expanded
foci, viewing America as ever-more embedded in larger contexts, but it
simultaneously is marked by a “glaring terminological vagueness” and is
criticized for “its implied association with the global spread of neoliberalism”
(Benesch 615).
As the collection Transnational Asian American Literature: Sites and
Transits (2006) exemplifies, transnational aspects are inherently part of the
Asian American diaspora. Referring to the diasporic, migratory situation of
Asian Americans, the editors argue that the notions of nation-state and those that
move beyond this concept have always been a part of this field. In contrast to
Chuh’s subjectless discourse, the editors argue for a reading of Asian American
as a ‘multiplier signifier’ that includes the various experiences and the
interconnections. They argue for the need to acknowledge both the groundedness
in specific sites and the decentering of transits in the field (Geok-lin Lim et al.

36 For a good introduction to the field of Transnational Studies in general (and not in its
specific relation to American Studies, which is my concern here) and its five
intellectual foundations of empirical, methodological, theoretical, philosophical, and
public transnationalism, see: Sanjeev Khagram and Peggy Levitt, “Introduction:
Constructing Transnational Studies,” Sanjeev Khagram and Peggy Levitt, eds., The
Transnational Studies Reader: Intersections and Innovations, New York and London:
Routledge, 2008, 1–18.
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22).37 This call for a recognition and balance of both locality and transnationality
has shaped the field from its beginnings.
Linked to this sensibility of transnational interconnections is the marketing
of a new genre: the new global novel. Asian American writers have been seen as
the blueprint for this development. Writers such as Amitav Ghosh appear as both
Asian American but also global writers. According to Tim Parks’ definition, the
global novel is specifically written and marketed with an international readership
in mind. It avoids topics that might cause misunderstandings and its language is
kept simple in order to reach many readers all over the world. These novels
support a liberal political orientation, promoting world peace. Parks criticizes
these works for their dullness and argues that the overstated fantasy devices of
Rushdie simply feed into such political sensibility (Parks np). While his
observations of the genre are convincing, I disagree with this last point. In my
view, the fantasy devices – like the ghosts – support such liberal international
political sensibilities, but they also function as references to the specificity and
concrete historical situatedness of a certain work. And it is this paradoxical
double function that drives the logic of the ghost figures.
Therefore, critical voices such as Sladja Blazan’s are highly relevant. Blazan
criticizes Kathleen Brogan’s focus on ethnicity in her insightful article “Haunting History: The Ghostliness of History in Susan Sontag’s In America and

37 Even before Fishkin’s influential address, Rocío G. Davis’ and Sämi Ludwig’s edited
volume Asian American Literature in the International Context: Readings on Fiction,
Poetry, and Performance (2002) proposes a reading of Asian American literature in
an international context. With this study, they intend a dialogue among scholars from
all over the world in order to break with the US-centered research. Furthermore, they
do not impose a defining theoretical paradigm, opting instead for an openness of
approaches (Davis and Ludwig 9). A similar move to ever-increasing interdisciplinary
and global approaches to Asian American Studies is also proposed by Guiyou
Huang’s edited volume Asian American Literary Studies (2005), stressing the
heterogeneity within the field. Other texts that emphasize the demand to rethink Asian
America as transnational and diasporic, but that tend to use these terms as
interchangeable, thus reducing the specificity of each one are: Caroline Rody’s The
Interethnic Imagination: Roots and Passages in Contemporary Asian American
Fiction, New York: Oxford University Press, 2009; Feng, Pin-chia. Diasporic
Representations: Reading Chinese American Women’s Fiction. Münster, Berlin: LIT,
2010; and Simal, Begoña, and Elisabetta Marino, eds. Transnational, National, and
Personal Voices: New Perspectives on Asian American and Asian Diasporic Women.
Münster: LIT, 2004.
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Louise Erdrich’s Tracks” (2008). Next to the focus on identity politics, and the
psychological and cultural readings, Blazan stands for a fourth reading of ghosts,
one that emphasizes the historicity of these figures. While she does acknowledge
the ghosts’ reference to cultural and communal memory that drives a more
culturally focused approach, she laments a singling out of ethnicity as the main
feature of these figures. For her, ghosts should rather be studied in their
connection to memory as such (Blazan 138). Such a broadened focus on memory
instead of ethnicity is a welcome correction to works that over-emphasize the
ghosts’ inherent ethnic value and cultural function. Still, in cases such as Asian
American ghostly figures, the entanglement of ethnicity into memory and into
reconfigurations of the past into useable narratives for the present and future
demands a critical engagement, albeit one that should be balanced. Blazan’s
attention to matters other than ethnicity signals a current trend to move beyond
such a singular focus, participating in the current discussions about ‘postethnicity,’ which is shortly outlined in the conclusion of The Ghosts Within.
Blazan’s call for a historical corrective of the cultural approaches of these
figures fits the general conception of Asian America as historically situated.
Instead of an automatic connection of ghost and cultural beliefs, her approach
offers another way to produce ‘fresh’ readings of these figures. Inspired by such
rethinking, chapter 4 also emphasizes the current move away from issues of
ethnicity and identity politics in Asian American literature.
The chapter rather conceives of the current placelessness that shapes contemporary writings. It focuses on Amitav Ghosh’s The Calcutta Chromosome and
foregrounds the postcolonial global posthuman subject positions the novel
envisions via its haunted characters. The possibility of transmigration – the move
from one body into another – appears neither as bound to specific national
conceptions nor to a positive re-positioning of these characters within the novel.
The novel rather features the non-human agency that drives the process. Amy
Tan’s Saving Fish From Drowning also diverges from questions of ethnicity. Its
narrator is a ghost: an Asian American woman who lingers after her death to
solve the puzzle around her death. Yet, most importantly she has no family and
instead watches over a group of her friends during their tourist adventure
through China and Burma. Tan’s ghost represents the shift into the new genre of
the global novel: it revolves around the question of how an Asian American
ghost author can function as a tour guide through the rough terrain of Asia for its
global audience. A well-established Asian American author such as Tan, thus,
uses the traditional trope of the ghost to move into new directions. Whether this
shift is a successful one remains for each reader to decide, but the fact that Tan
attempts such a shift speaks volumes about the changes within the field of Asian
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American Studies since its beginnings. Ed Lin’s Ghost Month also discusses this
aspect of a tour guide: it features a Taiwanese narrator, who tries to solve the
murder of his ex-fiancé. In order to do so, he invites his global readership along
to a tour through Taiwan: and this is especially shown in the novel’s various
explanations of Taiwanese ghost beliefs and Taiwanese traditional food. Both
Lin and Tan, thus, reengage with the idea of what Sau-Ling Cynthia Wong
famously calls “the literary equivalent of a guided Chinatown tour” who argues
that “even those works that do not share it will most likely be read as
anthropological guidebooks” (Wong, “Autobiography as Guided Chinatown
Tour” 262). Originally, this tradition is seen as catering to white curiosity and
supporting the positive image of their respective ethnic community. Such an
anthropological take implies a representative function of Asian American life
writing and it refers back to the controversy between Frank Chin and Maxine
Hong Kingston. These later engagements by Tan and Lin provide playful
variations of such an approach.
That Amy Tan’s and Ed Lin’s novels once again feature most centrally ghost
figures, grounds their work in an Asian American literary tradition. Ever since
Maxine Hong Kingston’s highly successful employment of this motif in The
Woman Warrior, the ghost figure has appeared as a haunting presence in literary
representations of Asian America. And while it has changed its outfit – marking
the recent trend of transnational, global writings –, the Asian American ghost
always inherently references this tradition. The ghosts are always already both:
figures that call for a crossing of boundaries and categories, but that also reemploy such cultural specificity. As such, the ghosts remain to a certain extent
unplaceable.
The Ghosts Within is indebted to the rich secondary literature on ghost
figures that has shaped Asia American Studies. It emphasizes the simultaneous
existence of allegorical and spiritual explanations of these figures as an aspect
that shapes imaginations of Asian America, especially in highlighting the novels’
own play with these approaches. In its close readings, this study employs all of
the approaches: psychoanalytical, cultural, and historical ones. It is, however, the
push and pull of cultural and historical conceptions that helps to re-emphasize
these figures as open and flexible. Each chapter focuses on the specific genre
tradition(s) in which its novels engage, which helps to establish the ghost as an
intertextual reference to its Asian, its American, other ethnic, and especially its
Asian American traditions.
The Ghosts Within, thus, participates in this invention of a tradition that
authors and critics of Asian American Studies engage in. As this overview of the
development of Asian American Studies shows, the field is largely driven by
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questions of identity formation and a positioning in an American and later global
context. The motif of the ghost is directly linked to this (self-)representation and
is therefore always already part of the field’s political questions. The literary
imaginations of ‘Asian America’ have been linked – from its very beginning – to
a strong identification with the field’s intention to directly and indirectly support
the standing of Asian Americans in America. The impulse to read the ghost
figures as subversive of an American mainstream is connected to this political
(self-)positioning. And yet, The Ghosts Within argues that the ghosts have more
diverse functions than this one. They shatter – in their almost not-presentness –
what we tend to take for granted. As cultural and literary images of what belongs
to Asian America, they highlight the impossibility to arrive at a conclusive
answer. And yet, even though the ghost is in a way unplaceable and defies
readings that try to push it into a certain political or moral framework, it still
remains bound to questions of culture, identity, ethnicity, and history in an Asian
American context. And this double function makes the ghost such a productive
figure. It is these diverse, sometimes paradoxical, references that drive my
project’s engagement with these shadowy, yet ever-present figures.

